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0. INTRODUCTION 
Ordered algebraic structures have received a great deal of interest lately in 
connection with the theory of abstract data types and mathematical semantics of 
programming languages. The idea of using ordered algebras in this connection 
originated with Dana Scott, who, for example, in [24], showed how to model flow 
diagrams as elements of a complete lattice, where the operations (composition, 
conditionals) were to be not only order-preserving but also continuous, which meant 
preserving directed joins. Elements of infinite height in these lattices interpreted the 
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It has been argued by some (see, for example, Markowsky and Rosen [ 161 and 
Reynolds [21, 221) that complete lattices are not the appropriate order-theoretic 
notion; directed-complete or chain-complete p.o. sets, and other modifications, too, 
have been proposed instead. Goguen, Thatcher, Wagner and Wright (ADJ [2-4]) 
have shown how to follow Scott’s approach to abstract semantics by using “initial 
continuous algebras”; there, “continuous” referred to the existence and preservation 
of certain specified joins, which varied from joins of w-chains to joins of all directed 
sets, or all PC (=pairwise compatible) sets. Later, ADJ [5] introduced the notion of 
“subset system” Z which encompassed all variations of join-completeness which had 
previously been investigated. The question of existence of initial Z-continuous 
algebras was open. 
Now, an initial continuous algebra of some type is just the free continuous algebra 
of that type over the empty set of generators, and conversely the free continuous 
algebra of a given type over a set X of generators is just the initial algebra of the 
expanded type which has the elements of X added as constants (nullary operations). 
Our paper is devoted to the construction of free continuous algebras. 
The approach of ADJ [3,4] of constructing initial continuous algebras was inade- 
quate to handle binary joins, and also did not include infinitary operations. An alter- 
native approach for proving the existence of free Z-continuous algebras is to show 
that Z-continuous algebras have “bounded generation,” i.e., that for each set X there 
is a cardinal number m such that any Z-continuous algebra “generated” by X has 
cardinality at most m; this could then be used to verify the solution set condition in 
the Adjoint Functor Theorem and thereby infer the existence of free continuous 
algebras. This approach was followed in Nelson [20] for tinitary algebras; however, 
we do not know how to prove this property for infinitary operations and arbitrary Z, 
and conjecture that it is not true. Completely different methods were used by Adimek 
[ 1 ] to construct free Z-continuous algebras in the presence of o-joins. 
In this paper we will describe a unified approach which, for all types of algebras 
and all subset systems Z, yields an explicit construction of free Z-continuous algebras 
as algebras of labelled trees. Moreover, at the same time, we strengthen ADJ’s results 
in a different direction: we actually construct, for an arbitrary Z-complete p.o. set P, 
the free Z-continuous algebra over P; in the case that P is the free Z-completion (see 
Section 1) of a discrete set X this reduces to the type of free continuous algebra 
considered by ADJ. 
In Section 1 we set down the definitions of subset systems Z, of Z-completeness, Z- 
continuity and Z-continuous algebras, and prove some new results about Z-complete 
p.o. sets which will be used in the subsequent sections. In Section 2 we describe the 
trees that will constitute the free algebras, and some of their basic properties. 
Sections 3 and 4 contain the constructions of free Z-continuous algebras for all Z, 
first for those Z which include the empty join (in Section 3), and then for those that 
do not (in Section 4). Finally, in Section 5 we describe free strict Z-continuous 
algebras, where “strict” refers to the fact that the operations now preserve the empty 
join, something which is not mandatory for Z-continuous algebras. 
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of Canada and the Czechoslovak Academy of Science, making possible a visit of the 
second author to Prague during May, 1980. Also, we are indebted to V. Koubek and 
V. Rod1 for several helpful suggestions. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we collect all the relevant definitions concerning Z-complete 
partially ordered sets @.o. sets) and Z-continuous algebras, and prove various results 
about Z-complete p.o. sets which will be used later on. 
First, two small items of terminology: A map f: P -+ Q of p.o. sets P and Q is 
called an embedding provided that p < q iff f(p) <f(q). A subset YE P is called a 
down set (in P) when p < q, q E Y implies p E Y. Joins (least upper bounds) are 
denoted x V y or VY for elements x and y or a subset Y of a given p.o. set, and the 
least element (if it exists) is denoted by i(=Va). 
1.1. Subset Systems 
Recall from ADJ [5] that a subset system is a map Z which 
(i) assigns to each p.o. set P a collection Z(P) of its subsets and 
(ii) for each order-preserving map f: P-1 Q is such that if X E Z(P) then 
f(x) E Z(Q), where f(x) = VW I x E 3. 
A p.o. set P is called Z-complete if every set in Z(P) has a join in P. An order- 
preserving map f: P-+ Q between p.o. sets P and Q is called Z-continuous if it 
preserves all existing Z-joins, i.e., whenever X E Z(P) has a join VX in P then f(X) 
has a join in Q and I = V~(X). Note that if Z(P) contains all two-element 
chains in P then a map preserving Z-joins is automatically order-preserving. 
Below are some examples of subset systems Z: 
1. I(P) = {0}; I-complete p.o. sets are precisely the strict p.o. sets, i.e., those 
p.o. sets P with a smallest element 1 = Vl~r, and I-continuous maps are precisely the 
strict order-preserving maps, i.e., those preserving I whenever it exists. 
2. o(P) is the set of all finite non-empty chains and all w-chains in P; o- 
complete p.o. sets are precisely those in which each o-chain has a join. More 
generally: 
3. a(P) = {Y 5 P / there exists an order-preserving map from a onto Y} for each 
ordinal a. 
4. P(P) = power set of P, i.e., all subsets of P. 
5. P,(P) = all subsets of P of cardinality cm, for each cardinal number m # 0. 
6. S(P) = all non-empty subsets of P. 
7. S,,,(P) = all non-empty subsets of P of cardinality cm. 
8. d(P) = all directed subsets of P. 
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9. C(P) = all chains in P. 
10. PC(P) = all pairwise compatible subsets of P, i.e., all Y G P such that for all 
p, q E Y there exists I E P with p < r and q < r. 
Convention. For each subset system Z, Z,(P) = Z(P) U {0} provides another 
subset system. For example, (S,), = P,. Further, for each p.o. set P, P, is the p.o. 
set obtained by adjoining one additional element I to P which is strictly smaller than 
all the elements of P. 
1.2. The Norm of a Subset System 
For two subset systems Z, and Z, we define Z, < Z, if every Z,-complete p.o. set 
is also Z,-complete and every Z,-continuous map 8 P+ Q, where P and Q are Z,- 
complete is also Z,-continuous. 
Note that if for each p.o. set P, Z,(P) G Z,(P) then evidently Z, < Z,. But the 
converse is not true; for example, S, Q S, and P% < P,. A more interesting example 
of this phenomenon, which follows from Iwamura’s Lemma, is that d <C (see 
Markowsky [ 141). Since joins of singleton sets always exist, we have S, < Z for all Z. 
We define the norm of Z, ]] Zll, to be the largest cardinal number m such that 
S, < Z if it exists, otherwise IlZll = co. We extend the usual order on cardinals so 
that m < co for all cardinals m; then S, < Z for all m < IIZII. For example, ]]o]] = 2, 
ll&,,II = m, and IISII = co. Note that for any Z, either I(Z I] is infinite or IlZ I] = 2. 
Remark. (I Z II = No iff 
(i) each Z-complete p.o. set is a join semilattice; 
(ii) each Z-continuous map of Z-complete p.o. sets preserves finite non-empty 
joins; and 
(iii) all sets in Z(o) are finite. 
ProoJ Parts (i) and (ii) are evidently equivalent with IJZ I] > &,, and (iii) implies 
(1 Z ]I < No. Conversely, if X E Z(w) for some infinite subset XC w then there is an 
order-preserving map f: w -+ w with f(x) = w and thus w E Z(o). This, together with 
IIZII >Kw implies that Z-complete p.o. sets have all countable joins and that Z- 
continuous maps preserve them, which means IlZll > EC,,. 
The following result is also proved in Adimek ] 1 ]. 
PROPOSITION 1. If 1 Q Z, then I] Z ]I = 2 iff Z(P) c PC(P)fir each p.o. set P. 
Proof. The p.o. set 
a b 
Q- 
is PC-complete, and hence ]]PC(] = 2. Thus Z(Q) E PC(Q) implies JIZ I] = 2. 
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Conversely, if there exists a p.o. set P and YE Z(P) with Y & PC(P), then there 
are elements p, q E Y with no common upper bound in P. Define f: P+ Q by: 
f(x) = a if p<x 
=b if q<x 
=L otherwise. 
Then f is order-preserving and so f(Y) E Z(Q). Now both a and b belong to f(Y) 
and thus since every Z-complete p.o. set has a smallest element, it follows that every 
pair (and hence every finite set) of elements in a Z-complete p.o. set have a join, and 
that Z-continuous maps preserve these joins, and consequently ]] Z ]] > K,. 1 
PROPOSITION 2. If IlZll is infinite then for each Z-complete p.o. set P, P, is also 
Z-complete. Moreover, I( Z 11 = II Z,ll. 
Proof. Suppose P is Z-complete, and YE Z(P,). If Y = 0 then V Y = 1. If Y f 0 
then choose p E Y and consider the map P, -+ P given by q - p Vq; this map is order 
preserving and hence the set Y’ = ( p V q ] q E Y} is in Z(P) and so V Y’ exists in P 
and evidently V Y’ = V Y in P,. 
Since Z < Z, we always have ]] Zll < llZlll and the reverse inequality now follows 
from the preceeding paragraph. B 
Note that Proposition 2 does not hold for ]] Z ]] finite; for example, if Z(P) consists 
of all subsets of P with a smallest element (for each p.o. set P) then the two element 
discrete set is Z-complete, but Z-completeness is destroyed when i is adjoined. 
1.3. Free Z-completions 
For every subset system Z, every p.o. set P has a free Z-completion p, (see 
Banaschewski and Nelson [8] or Meseguer [ 17]), that is, a Z-complete extension 
P? P such that every order-preserving map from P into a Z-complete p.o. set Q has 
a unique extension to a Z-continuous map on i? For discrete sets X we have the 
following description of this free completion. 
PROPOSITION 3. For any subset system Z with lIZI = nt and any discretep.0. set 
X, the free Z-completion of X is P,,,(X) ly I < Z and S,,,(X) if I 4 Z, ordered by 
inclusion. 
Proof: Assume -L < Z; the proof if I z& Z is analogous. First, note that m 4 Z: 
since ]] Zll = tn implies S, < Z, every Z-complete p.o. set has joins of all subsets of 
cardinality (tn. If in addition m < Z then each Z-complete p.o. set would also have 
joins of all m-chains, and hence joins of all sets of cardinality <tn. Also, each Z- 
continuous map on a Z-complete, p.o. set would preserve all joins of cardinality <m, 
and hence ]] Z ]] > m, a contradiction. 
Next, we show that for each A E Z(P,(X)), the union, UA, of the sets in A, is in 
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P,(X): If card(UA) > m then (viewing m as the set of ordinals cm) there is a one- 
one set map h: m -+ lJA. Define h*:P,Q -+ m by 
h*(T) = V {a < m 1 h(a) E T}. 
This join exists because card(T) < m implies that {cx < m ( h(a) E r} is bounded in m. 
Moreover, h* is evidently order-preserving, and hence h*(A) E Z(m). Further, for 
each a E m, since h(a) E (JA there exists T E A with h(a) E T and then h*(7J > a; 
this shows that h*(A) is cofinal in m. However, the existence of a set in Z(m) which 
is cofinal in m clearly implies m < Z, contradicting the preceeding paragraph. 
This establishes the fact that P,(X) is Z-complete, and that Z-joins are unions. 
Clearly the map x -a ( x } is an order-embedding of X into P,,,(X), To see that P,(X) is 
the desired completion, consider a map f: X --f Y where Y is Z-complete. Define an 
extension f: P,(X) -+ Y by AT) = Vf(r) for each T E P,,,(X) (since card (7’) < m it 
follows that card f(T) < m and hence the set f(T) has a join in Y). Moreover, $ is Z- 
continuous: if A E Z(P,(X)) then by the preceeding paragraph we have VA = U A 
and hence 
as required. Since f is clearly uniquely determined by f, this completes the proof. I 
1.4. Products and Z-Coproducts 
For any family (Pi)ip, of p.o. sets, the Cartesian product nit, Pi = {f: I-+ U Pi 1 
f(i) E Pi for each i E I} is again a p.o. set with the “pointwise” or “componentwise” 
order defined by 
f<g iff f(i) < g(i) for each i E I. 
Moreover, for each j E Z, the projection map prj: niE, Pi-+ Pj defined by 
prj(f) = f(j) is evidently order-preserving. 
The proofs of the following easy observations are left to the reader. 
Remarks. 1. For any p.o. sets Pi (i E Z), all joins which exist in n Pi are 
componentwise, i.e., a set YE n Pi has a join iff so do the sets pr,(Y) for each i E J 
and then pri(V Y) = V pr,(Y). 
2. If each Pi is Z-complete so is JJ Pi. 
3. If jJ: Pi + Qi are Z-continuous maps then so is JJJ: n Pi -+ n Qi defined 
bY KIA>(<xi>ieI> = UXxi)>icI* 
The Z-coproduct of two Z-complete p.o. sets P and Q is a Z-complete p.o. set 
P II Q together with Z-continuous maps i: P + P II Q and j: Q --) P Ll Q such that for 
any Z-continuous J P--f R, g: Q + R where R is Z-complete, there is a unique Z- 
continuous map dfu g): P II Q -+ R with dfu g)i =f, dfu gp = g. The existence of Z- 
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coproducts, for any Z, is established in Banaschewski and Nelson 181. However, we 
now give an explicit description of Z-coproducts, which will be useful later on. 
PROPOSITION 4. For any Z-complete p.o. sets P and Q, the Z-coproduct is 
described as folio ws : 
(a) IfI(ZJJ>&andI<ZthenPLIQ=PxQ. 
(b) rfllzll > No and.LgZthenPI.IQ=P,xQ,-((I,l)}. 
(c) ZfIIZI(=2andI<Z thenPLIQ={(p,q)EPxQIp=I orq=l}. 
(d) Zf ~~Z~~=2 and l&Z then PLIQ={(p,q)EPlxQllp=l or 
s=l}-{(LI)}. 
In all these cases, the coproduct maps i and j are defined by i(p) = (p, 1) for 
p~P~j(q)=(Ldforq~Q. 
Proof: (a) The Z-completeness of P X Q and the Z-continuity of i and j follow 
from Remark 1 above. Given a Z-complete p.o. set R and Z-continuous maps 
f:P+R,g:Q+R,definefug:PxQ-+R by 
u-u g)(p, q) =f(P) ” g(q). 
This join exists because R is Z-complete and IlZll is infinite. Also, since (p, q) = 
(p, I) V (1, q), and binary joins are preserved by Z-continuous maps, fug is 
uniquely determined by f and g, and all that remains is to show that it is Z- 
continuous. Suppose X E Z(P x Q) with V X = (p, q); then by Remark 1 above we 
have V pr,Q =p and V pr,(X) = q. Thus 
(f u g)(V 4 = f (P) ” g(q) 
=f<V prlGW V s(V pr2P3 
= VfW,(X)) V V g(pb(X)> 
= v (f u dGn 
as required. 
(b) Since IlZll is infinite, P, and Q, are Z-complete by Proposition 2 and hence 
so is P, x Q,. If XE Z(P, x Q, - ((I, I)}) then because the natural embedding 
f'ixQ,-I(ll)l-*P,xQ, is order-preserving, X is in Z(P, X Q,). Also, Xf 0 
and hence V X# (I, 1) and so V X is also the join in P, x Q, - {(I I)}. This 
shows that the indicated set is Z-complete, and the rest of the proof is analogous to 
case (a). 
(c) Let S={(p,q)EPxQlp=l or q=1}. By Proposition 1, 
Z(S) 5 PC(S) and hence for each X E Z(S), either XC P X (1) or XC (I} X Q; in 
both cases V X exists in S and hence S is Z-complete. 
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Given a Z-complete p.o. set R and Z-continuous maps f: P -+ R and g:Q -+ R, 
define f u g: S + R by 
(fug)b%~)=f(P) and (f LJ d(L 4) = g(q) for p E P, q&Q. 
Then f u g is the unique Z-continuous map extending f and g. 
(d) Let S = {(p, q)E P, x Q, Ip = I or q = I but not both}. Define 
h: S -+ {a, b}, where (a, b} is discretely ordered, by 
h(P, 1) = a, h(L 4) = b for p E P, q E Q. 
Since I(Z I( = 2 implies {a, b} @ Z({a, b)), it follows that for each X E Z(S), either 
h(X) = {a) or h(X)= (b}; the former implies X 5 P x {I} and the latter 
XE{I}XQ. If XGPX(I}, choose any (po,l)EX and consider the map 
/r: S + P given by i(p, I) =p, &(I, q) =pO. This map is order-preserving and so 
i;(X) E Z(P) and (V i;(X), I) = V X. Similarly, if XC_ {I) x Q it has a join in S, 
and this proves that S is Z-complete. Maps are extended as above and Z-continuity is 
argued as in the preceeding sentence. 1 
Note that the coproduct in case (d) is essentially the disjoint union of P and Q, and 
in case (c) is the disjoint union with I elements identlj?ed, sometimes called strict 
disjoint union. 
Note also that in all cases the maps i: P + P u Q and j: Q -+ P u Q are embeddings, 
and the images of P and Q are down-sets in P u Q. 
1.5. (Universal) Algebras 
Here, we list some basic definitions and well-known facts about (universal) 
algebras which will be needed later. 
A type of algebras is a set C together with a map u - 1~1 assigning to each u E z 
a cardinal number ) o ( called the arity of u. If ( u ( is finite for all u E Z: then the type is 
calledfinitary. An algebra of type JY consists of a set A together with, for each u E E, 
an la)-ary operation uA: A’“’ -+ A. We will follow the usual custom of writing simply 
“a” for “a ” A homomorphism from an algebra A to an algebra B is a map f: A + B 
such that /or all u E z and all q, E A (i < la]), 
O(f Cai)i<jol) =f(“((ai)i<lol>>~ 
Recall the familiar fact that for each t; and each set X there exists an absolutely 
free algebra &X over X, characterized by the following properties: XS 8X, and each 
set map of X into an algebra A has a unique extension to a homomorphism from 3X 
into A. An alternative characterization of $Y is that it is generated by X, and 
satisfies the “Peano properties,” i.e., 
(Pl) ~((a~)~~,~,) 6J X for any ai E &Y, u E C. 
(~2) ~((a,)~<,~,) = L((bj)j,,,,) implies u = J. and Ui = bi, all i < 1~). 
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Moreover, 8X is built inductively from the elements of X as follows: For each 
ordinal a define a set V, 5 827 (the elements of “complexity < a”), 
V 0+1 = xU (u((ai)i< 1~1) Iu E cY ai E ‘m}> 
VD = u vm for a limit ordinal ,& 
a<D 
Then V, s V. whenever a < p, and 3X= V,,, whenever m is an infinite regular 
cardinal > Jo( for all D E C. 
1.6. Z-continuous Algebras 
Now we define the continuous algebras which are the main concern of this paper. 
For a subset system Z and a type 2 of algebras, a Z-continuous algebra is an 
algebra A, which is endowed with a Z-complete partial order, such that all operations 
IS EC preserve all non-empty Z-joins, i.e., if YE Z(A’“‘) and Y # 0, then, writing 
Y = (Yi>i< 101 for each y E Y 
If 1 < Z and ~$1, 1, I,...) = I for each o E C then A is called a strict Z-continuous 
algebra. 
For any Z-complete p.o. set P, a Z-continuous algebra V together with a Z- 
continuous map f: P -+ V is called the free Z-continuous algebra over P iff for every 
Z-continuous map g of P into a Z-continuous algebra A there exists a unique Z- 
continuous algebra homomorphism 2: V-+ P with &f= g. 
The usual arguments show that V is unique up to isomorphism over P. In 
Sections 3 and 4 we construct, for all Z and all Z-complete p.o. sets P, the free Z- 
continuous algebra over P; f will always be an order-embedding and g will be the 
unique extension of g to a Z-continuous homomorphism. 
Analogously, for 1 <Z, a strict Z-continuous algebra V together with a Z- 
continuous map f: P--t V is called the free strict Z-continuous algebra over P iff for 
every Z-continuous map g from P into a strict Z-continuous algebra A there exists a 
unique Z-continuous homomorphism g such that gf= g; free strict Z-continuous 
algebras will be described in Section 5. 
Remarks. 1. For an unordered set X of generators, the free Z-continuous algebra 
V over the free Z-completion P of X has the following property: 
Every set map g: X+ A, with A a Z-continuous algebra, has a 
unique extension to a Z-continuous homomorphism g: V 4 A. 
Indeed, g has a unique Z-continuous extension g: P + A, and then g has a unique 
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extension g. Algebras with this property were the type of free continuous algebras 
constructed by ADJ [4]. 
2. The concept of free Z-continuous algebra can be phrased in the terminology 
of category theory as follows: Let ZAlg be the category of Z-continuous algebras (of 
a given type) and Z-continuous homomorphisms. Let ZPOS be the category of Z- 
complete p.o. sets and Z-continuous maps. The construction of free Z-continuous 
algebras yields a left adjoint to the natural forgetful functor U: ZAlg --) ZPOS. 
Further, the existence of Z-completions of discrete sets provides a left-adjoint to the 
forgetful functor U,: ZPOS + Set (the category of sets) and so the composite of these 
adjoints is a left-adjoint to the forgetful functor U,, U: ZAlg + Set. 
Finally, free strict Z-continuous algebras yield a left adjoint to the restriction of U 
to the full subcategory ZAlg” of strict algebras. 
However, since we will not need any categorical results in this paper, we will not 
use categorical terminology either. 
2. ARBORICULTURE 
In this section we describe the trees which will constitute all the free algebras 
considered later. 
2.1. Historical Remarks about Trees 
First, we recall that the elements of the absolutely free algebra of type ,?Y over a set 
X (see Section 1.5) can be represented by rooted trees, labelled with elements from 
XII z, the disjoint union of X and .E. Any node labelled with an operation u E z has 
exactly ]u] immediate successors, and a node is a leaf (i.e., has no successors) iff its 
label is an element of X or a nullary operation. For example, if C contains a binary 
operation + and a unary operation A then the following trees represent p + q, I(p) 
and (p + q) + (I + A(s)): 
Note that we follow the usual custom of drawing trees upside down, so that the 
root is at the top and the branches reach down. This description can be used for 
infinitary operations as well as tinitary ones; in this case, although a tree might be 
infinite (in width) each path down the tree from the root is necessarily finite. 
The modification of such trees, introduced by Scott [24] to model abstract data 
types and flow diagrams, was to add an “undetermined” label 1 which was to be 
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smaller (carry less information) than everything else, and then to take the operations 
order-preserving. This yielded such inequalities as -L < p + i < p + q, for example. 
The main advantage of this approach was the apprearance of countable chains such 
as 
“fi ‘ps 6 p +++&.. 
P 1 ?A P 
I) 1 
The joins of such o-chains modelled the unfoldments of loops in flow charts, 
thereby providing solutions to certain recursive equations. For example, the join t of 
the chain pictured above satisfies t = p + t. This join can be depicted by the following 
tree, no longer having only finite paths: 
Ordered, cu-complete algebras, with w-continuous operations, were subsequently 
studied by ADJ [3,4], who constructed an algebra of trees which was, among other 
things, the free w-continuous algebra over a set (see Remark 1 of Section 1.6). 
The approach as outlined above, and pursued by ADJ, is not adequate, however, to 
handle binary joins. If the generating set X itself has binary joins, and if the 
operations are to preserve them, then we would necessarily have new equalities of the 
following kind: 
Some new technique is needed to deal with joins like (p + q) V A(r + s), or 
PV (q + r). 
The method we have developed to handle this situation allows a node to be labelled 
with more than one operation symbol, simultaneously with one of the generating 
elements, and then to have the appropriate number of immediate successors. The 
generating set will be a partially ordered set P, with I, and with appropriate 
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completeness. Thus, for example, if E consists of one binary operation + and one 
unary operation A, then 
and 
For the sake of homogeneity and to simplify later arguments, all trees will be taken 
as subtrees of one master tree (see Diagram 1) in which each node a has, for each 
(T E Z, Iu) immediate successors; these will be labelled I in case u is not part of the 
label of a. To provide each node with the right number of successors, the nodes are 
“enumerated” by finite sequences of pairs (6, i), where i < 1~). The root node is the 
empty sequence 0 and the immediate successors of a = (u, , i,)(u, , iJ -. - (uk , i,J are 
all sequences a(u, i) = (a,, i,)(u,, i2) -a- (uk, i,J(u, i) (see Diagram 1). 
2.2. Formal Definition of T(P) 
Now we state the formal definition of the trees with which we shall work. To 
simplify notation we write ui instead of (a, i) and just I for the smallest element 
(I, 0) of P x P(Z). 
For a type Z, let ,?? = {ui Iu E 2, i < ju I} and let J?* be the set of allfinite sequences 
of elements from 2. 
DIAGRAM I. Master tree for Z = { +, A). 
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DIAGRAM II. Labelled tree for p V (p + q) V i(r + s). 
For each partially ordered set P with I, a P-labelled C-tree is a map t: .??* -+ 
P x P(Z) such that for all a E z* and ai E 2, 
If t(a) = (p, k) and t(aai) # I then (J E k. (“1 
Let T(P) be the set of all P-labelled C-trees, and define for each cardinal number 
m > 1, 
T,,,(P) = (t E T(P) 1 t(a) = (p, k) implies card k < m}. 
Thus T,,,(P) consists of all trees in T(P) with image in P x P,(Z). Note that 
T,(P) = T(P) for any m > card 2Y. 
There is a natural embedding of P into T(P) given by p n-t $, where J?(D) = (p, 0) 
and p^(a) = 1 for all a # 0. Of course, fi E T,,,(P) for all m. 
We make T(P) into a Z-algebra as follows: For (T E Z and ti E 7’(P) for i < lo/, the 
tree t = o((ti)i<,u,) is defined by: 
t(0) = (1, {a)), 
t(uja) = tj(a) for all j < /u/, all a E Z*, 
t@ja) = I for all A f u, all j < Iill, all a E c’*. 
The resulting function t evidently belongs to T(P). Further for each m, T,,,(P) is 
closed under all these operations. 
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EXAMPLE. For C consisting of one binary operation + and one unary operation 1 
we illustrate these operations below. 
2.3. Properties of T(P) 
The set T(P), as a subset of (P x P(Z))‘*, has the natural pointwise ordering on it; 
that is, s < t iff for each a E f*, if s(a) = (p, k) and t(u)= (q,h) then p < q and 
ks h. 
PROPOSITION 5. T(P) is closed under pointwise joins in (P X P(Z))“*. All joins 
that exists in T(P) are formed pointwise and the operations on T(P) preserve all 
existing non-empty pointwise joins. Further, the natural embedding of P into T(P) 
preserves all existing joins. 
Proo_f: The first statement is obvious. For the second, suppose t = V Y in T(P). 
Let a E J?*, t(u) = (p, k), s(a) = (p,, k,) for s E Y. If (p, k) # V,,, (p,, k,) then 
either there is an upper bound p’ of { pS 1 s E Y) in P with p 4 p’, or there is u,, E k 
with oO & US,, k,. In the former case, let t’ E T(P) be the tree obtained from t by 
redefining t at a by t’(a) = (p’, k); then t’ is an upper bound for Y with t 4 t’, a 
contradiction. The latter case is analogous, we redefine t by t’(u) = (p, k - (a,}), 
t’(au,ib)= i for all i < 1~1 and all b EZ -*. For the third statement, let u E Z and 
suppose YG T(P)‘“’ IS a non-empty set with join V Y = u E T(P)‘“‘. This means that 
for each i < 1 u/, V,,, yi = ui. We must prove that for each a E c”*, 
( V u((Yi)i< 101)) (a) = u((ni)i< IOf)( 
YEY 
If a = 0 then by the definition of the operation u in T(P), both sides equal 
(1, {u)). If a = Ljb for some A # u then both sides equal 1. Finally, if a = ujb then 
( V u((Yi)i<Io~)) Ca>= V u((yi)i<IOI)(a) 
YEY YEY 
= y~y Yj(b> 
= uj(b) 
= u((“i)i< IO,)(‘) 
as required. 1 
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The last statement is obvious. 
COROLLARY. For every subset system Z, if P is Z-complete then T(P) is a Z- 
continuous algebra with Z-joins formed pointwise. 
Note that the operations in T(P) do not preserve the join of the empty set; for 
example, I + 1 has its root labelled by (I, {+}), w h ereas the smallest element of 
T(P) is the constant function with value 1. 
We conclude this section with two further remarks about the internal structure of 
TV’>. 
First, for all u E C and i < 101, define a,+: T(P) + T(P) by 
a,,(t)(U) = t(aiu). 
The tree a,,(t) is the maximal branch of t with root oi; some illustrative examples 
follow, for C consisting of one binary operation + and one unary operation A. 
P. + 
01 4clh 1 1 1 1 s 111 
9 r,A 
4 r,A 1 01 ML 1 01 I 1 s 
01 
t a,(t) a+l(t) ahO 
Note that for each t E T(P), with t(0) = (p, k), we have 
t ‘P^ ” V a(ami(t)i<fof)’ 
ock 
Moreover, the maps aOi preserve all pointwise joins. 
Finally, we say that a tree t is path-finite iff for every countable sequence 
. . . . 
~llI7~2l2 of elements of 2, there exists a natural number n with 
t(a, i,u,i, ... u,i,) = 1 (and hence t(u,i, .-a u,i,) = I for all m > n). Define 
F(P) = {t E T(P) 1 t is path-finite} 
and for each m > 1, 
F,(P) = F(P) n T,(P). 
Clearly F(P), and all the F,,,(P), are closed under all the operations in T(P). 
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3. FREE Z-CONTINUOUS ALGEBRAS WHEN I < Z 
In this section we will describe, for an arbitrary Z-complete p.o. set P and an 
arbitrary type L of algebras (not necessarily tinitary) the free Z-continuous algebras 
over P (as defined i: Section 1.6). 
In the following, z will be the free Z-completion of the discretely ordered set J7, so 
that by Proposition 3 (Section 1.3) Es= {k 5 C 1 card k < IlZll}. 
3.1. Case 1 IIZII > No 
In this case, each Z-complete p.o. set is countably complete, and Z-continuous 
maps on Z-complete p.o. sets preserve countable joins. We will prove that for each Z- 
complete p.o. set P, the free Z-continuous algebra over P is T,,,(P), where m = II Z I). 
As mentioned in Section 2.1, T,,,(P) is closed under the operations in T(P). Further, 
since P x ,L? is Z-complete and the natural embedding of P x E into P x P(C) 
preserves Z-joins (see Proposition 3), it follows that for every YE Z(T,(P)), the 
pointwise join t of Y exists, and takes values in P x 2; further, t is in T(P) by 
Proposition 5 and so t belongs to T,,,(P). Consequently T,,,(P) is Z-complete, and the 
operations on T,,,(P) are Z-continuous by Proposition 5. This shows that T,,,(P) is a 
Z-continuous algebra. 
Before proceeding with the main proof, we will outline a technique of tree-cutting. 
For each tree 1 E T(P), define a countable sequence of trees t IO < t I 1 < t I 2 < ... < t 
as follows: 
0 I n)(a) = t(a) if length (a) < n 
=I otherwise. 
It is clear that for each t E T(P), t = V t 1 n (n E w). A tree is said to have finite 
height if t = t ( IZ for some n, and the smallest such n is called the height oft. 
THEOREM 1. If Z is a subset system with I < Z and (I Z II = m > K,, then the free 
Z-continuous algebra over a Z-complete p.o. set P is T,,,(P). 
Proof. We have seen just above that T,,,(P) is a Z-continuous algebra. Suppose 
g: P -+ A is a Z-continuous map into a Z-continuous algebra A. We first extend g to 
the trees in T,,,(P) of finite height by induction on height. Since t E T,,,(P) implies 
t ) n E T,,,(P) for each n, and t = V t I n, we then use the fact that A is w-complete to 
extend g to arbitrary trees. 
The only tree of height 0 is I; define g(l) = 1. Proceeding inductively, assume 
that g has been defined on all trees of height < n, that t has height n + 1 and that 
t(0) = (p, k). Since by definition (see Section 2.3) i?,,(t) has height <n for each 
ai E 2. we can define 
g(t)=g(P)v V u(@oi(t)i<lml)* 
ack 
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Note that g(p) = g(p) for each p E P and so g does extend g. A simple induction on 
height shows that for all s, t of finite height, g(s) <<g(t) whenever s < t, and hence 
if(t) = LAtl > n since the latter join is essentially trivial. 
Now for arbitrary t E T,,,(P), define 
&z(t) = v 20 I n). n E 0 
This join exists because the g(t ( n) form an o-chain and A is m-complete. 
Then g is evidently order preserving; it remains to show that 2 preserves all 
operations and all Z-joins. 
If t = u((ti)i, ,,,) has finite height then it follows directly from the definition of ,Q 
that g(t) = u( Ed< ,,,). Moreover, for any D E E and ti E T,(P) (i < (u I), clearly, 
a((ti)i<,v,) I It = 4Cti I n - l)i<io~) for each n > 1. 
Thus for any ti E T,,,(P) we have: 
E(“(ti)i<jo[) = V k%“((ti)i<lull In> 
“EW 
= V u(&%fi I n - l>i<[oi) 
n>l 
=u v g(t,ln- 1) 
(( n>l 
= 4gCti)i< I,[>* 
by the o-continuity of A 
Concerning the preservation of Z-joins, we first prove by induction on 12 that for 
any tree t of height n, if t = V Y for YE Z(T,,,(P) then g(t) = V,,, g(s). 
If n = 0 then t = i and s = I for each s E Y and so this equality holds trivially. If 
t has height n + 1 and the claim is true for all joins of height < it, let t(0) = (p, k) 
and s(0) = (p,, k,) for each s E Y. Then 
kTtt) = g(P) ” V u(Eaf3i(t)i<loll 
oek 
and 
g(S) = g(P,>” V u(Ea~i(s)i<loll 
uek, 
for each s E Y. 
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Since the maps a,+ preserve all joins, we have for each (T E k and i < ( (~1, 
E&) I s E Yl E ZG(p)) and &&) = v SEY a,,(s) and so we may apply the 
induction hypothesis to the latter join (being of height n) to obtain 
Now, the map T,,,(P) + A lo1 given by u - ( @gi(~))i< ,0, is order-preserving, and 
hence {( ga~i(S))i< ((rl 1 s E Y) E Z(A’“‘) so the Z-continuity of the operation u on A 
yields 
Further, since the map T,,,(P) + P which assigns to each tree u with u(0) = (q, h) 
the element q is order-preserving, we have {p, 1 s E Y} E Z(P) and hence because all 
joins in T,,,(P) are formed pointwise and because g is Z-continuous it follows that 
g(p)=g(v,.,p,)= V,,,g(p,). All together, this yields 
SEY ock SEY 
Now, g is order-preserving, and so it is enough to show that g(t) < V,,, g(s). For 
each s E Y, g(p,) < g(s) and so V,, y g( p,) < V,, y g(s). Also, for each u E k and 
u E Y, if u E k, then a( ,@Ju)~, ,LT, , g ) < -(u). If u 6$ k, then a,,(u) = -L for all i < I al; 
since all Z-joins in T,,,(P) are formed pointwise (by the second paragraph of 3.1), 
there exists some s E Y with u E k, and then 
and hence u( $oi(U>i< 101 A ) < V,,, g(s). Thus g(t) < V,,, g(s) as required, completing 
the induction step. 
Now for an arbitrary t E T,,,(P), if t = V Y for some YE Z(T,,,(P)) then 
= ym yy as I n) because g preserves Z-joins of finite height 
= s)‘y ?r’, g(s I n) = V g(s), 
SEY 
as required. I 
Remark. There is one curious aspect of this free continuous algebra: Even if the 
operations are intinitary, the generation process of T,(P) from P has a strong hint of 
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linitariness, which will not be shared by the next case: Let P, = ($1 p E P} and for 
each natural number n, 
P n+l = ‘n u (a((ti)i<lul) I ’ E ‘3 fi E ‘II 1. 
Then every member of T,,,(P) is an w-join of members of u,,, P,. 
3.2. Case 2 lIZI =&,. 
Here, Z-continuous p.o. sets have binary joins, Z-continuous maps on Z-complete 
p.o. sets preserve binary joins, and Z(o) contains only finite sets (see Remark in 1.2). 
In the preceeding case, certain arguments worked very smoothly because every tree 
was an o-join of trees of finite height. Here, w-joins are not available, and the free Z- 
continuous algebra will be constructed by translinite iteration, similar to the case of 
the usual (unordered) free algebras (see Section 1.5). Since 11 ZI/ = NO, binary joins 
are available, and the free Z-completion E of C is just all finite subsets of z. We will 
see that in this case the desired free continuous algebra is F&(P), the set of all path- 
finite trees in TN&P), as defined at the end of Section 2.3. 
PROPOSITION 6. FN,(P) is a Z-continuous Algebra. 
Proof. FN,(P) is clearly closed under all the operations in Z’(P). 
We will show that if YE Z(FNo(P)) and t = V Y (the join in T(P), see 
Proposition 5 and its corollary), then t E FRO(P). This will imply both that F&(P) is 
Z-complete, and that the operations restricted to FN,(P) are Z-continuous. 
Given such Y and u, i, , crz i,, u3 i, . .. E 2, define a map f: F&) + w such that 
f(s) is the smallest n with s(u, i, . .. u,i,) = 1. Then f is order-preserving, which 
implies f(Y) E Z(w), and hence f(Y) must be finite. Thus there exists n with 
s UlZl 
$ 
* . ..u.i,)=l for all s E Y, and consequently t(u,i, ... u,&)= 
seYS(Wl --a u,i,) = 1. This shows that t is path-finite. Using the same proof as in 
the second paragraph of 3.1, we see that t E T&(P). Thus t E FNO(P), as required. 
Before proceeding with the proof that FN,(P) is the desired continuous algebra, we 
develop some facts about the way in which FRO(P) is generated from the elements of 
P. For each ordinal a, define W, c FN,(P) as follows: 
wo= {APEPI (c.f. 2.2), 
W a + , = (t E FNO(P) 1 a,,,(t) E W, for all (a, i) E 2 }, 
wL3= u wa for each limit ordinal /I, 
a<4 
LEMMA 1. W, c W, whenever a </I, each W, is a down set in FNO(P) and 
FNO(P) = W,, where n = 2card ‘*. 
Proof: In view of the definition of W, for limit ordinals /3, it is enough, for the 
first statement, to prove that W, 5 W,, , for all cz, and for this we proceed by 
induction on a. 
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Since for all p E P and all (G, i) E 2, i?,,(p) = I E W, it follows that W,, G W,. 
Also, if W, E W,, 1 then it follows directly from the above definition that 
W a+1 c W(o+l)+l* If a is a limit ordinal and the claim is true for all /3 < a, then for 
each t E W, there exists /3 < a with t E W,, , ; by the above definition this implies 
that for each (a, i) E 2, a,,(t) E W, c W, and consequently t E W,, , . This proves 
the first part of the lemma. 
W,, is clearly a down set in F,JP), and the fact that each W, is a down set is a 
straightforward induction. 
For the last part of the lemma, we define sets S,(t) c f* for each ordinal a and 
each t E FK,(P) as follows: 
S,(t) = {a E c’* 1 t(a) = I}, 
S,+,(t) = {a E z* 1 aai E S,(t) for all (u, i) E f}, 
S,(t) = u S,(t) for each limit ordinal /3. 
0<4 
First we prove three technical statements. 
I. uia E S,(t) iff a E S,@,,(t)). 
Proof: We proceed by induction on a. The case a = 0 is clear, and further 
da E S, + ,(t) u aidj E S,(t) for all (A, j) E 2 
e- 4 E sa(ad(t>) by inductive hypothesis 
* u E sa+ I(aoi(t)) by definition of S, + , . 
The case a is a limit ordinal is clear, and this proves the claim. 
II. 0 E S,(t) implies t E W, for all t E F,JP). 
Proof: If a = 0 then 0 E S,(t) implies t = I E W,. For a limit ordinal a the 
argument is clear. If the claim is true for a, and 0 E S, + 1(t) then ui E S,(t) for all 
(u, i) E c’ and hence by I, 0 E S,(c?,,(t)). By the inductive hypothesis, this implies 
a,,(t) E W, for all ui and so t E W,, , as required. 
III. S,(t) = S,+,(t) implies 0 E S,(t). 
Proof. If 0 6$ S,(t) then 0 g S,+,(t) and hence there exists u, i, E 2 with 
u, i, 65 S,(t). Again, u, i, 62 S,, 1 (t) and hence there exists a,& with u1 i,u,i, 6Z S,(t). 
Continuing, we find an infinite sequence unin E 2 with u1 i, - - - u,i, & S,(t) for any k. 
Since a @ S,(t) implies t(u) # I, this contradicts the path-finiteness of t. 
Finally, we prove that FRO(P) = W, for n = 2cardf*. For each t E F&(P), clearly 
a <p implies S,(t) E S,(t) g z*, and moreover, if S,(t) = S,+,(t) then S,(t) = S,(t) 
for all /I > a. Thus for each t, the sequence of S,(t)‘s must be constant from 
n = yard f* on, and consequently, S,(t) = S,, l(t) which by III implies t E W,, as 
required. 1 
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THEOREM 2. Let Z be a subset system with jl Z )/ = K,, and I < Z. Then the free 
Z-continuous algebra over a Z-complete p.o. set P is FN,(P). 
Proof: By Proposition 6, FN,(P) is a Z-continuous algebra. Suppose g: P+ A is a 
Z-continuous map into a Z-continuous algebra A. We extend g to Fn,(P) by induction 
on the W, as follows: For t = p^ E w,, , define g(t) = g(p), so g does extend g. For 
each tE W,,, - W, and each oi E C we have d,,(t) E W,. We define 
ECt)= g(P)” V u(~a~i(t)i<~~~) where (p, k) = t(0). 
oEk 
This join exists in A because k is finite and A has all finite joins. 
Moreover, since 2 is to be a Z-continuous homomorphism, g is clearly uniquely 
determined by g. 
Since FN,(P) = U W,, this defines a map g: FN,(P) + A and a straightforward 
induction shows that g is order preserving. Moreover, 2 is also a homomorphism: If 
t = u((ti)i, ,,,) then t(0) = (1, (u}) and a,,(t) = ti so that g(t) = g(1) V a( g(ti)i, ,,,) = 
a( g(ti)ic ,,,). It remains to show that g is Z-continuous. 
We prove by induction on a that for all t E W,, if t = V Y for some YE Z(F&(P)) 
then g(t) = V,,, g(s). If t E W, then each s E Y also belongs to W,. The map from 
FN,(P) to P, sending each tree u with u(0) = (p, k) top, is Z-continuous. Hence the 
set Y’ = (p E P 1 p^ E Y} E Z(P). Since g is Z-continuous we have V g(Y) = 
V g(Y’) = g(v Y’) = g(V Y). If the claim is true for a, and t E W,, , - W, with 
t(0) = (p, k) and s(0) = (p,, k,) for each s E Y then the proof is the same as the 
induction step in the proof of Theorem 1. m 
3.3. Case 3A )I Z 1) = 2 and w < Z 
We shall prove that the free Z-continuous algebra is the following subalgebra of 
T(P): 
P(P) = (t E T(P) I f or all a E z*, either t(a) = (p, 0) withp E P or 
t(a) = (I, {a}) with u EC}. 
These trees are equivalent to the ordinary (infinite) trees considered by Scott 
[24, 251, ADJ (41, and Taylor and Mycielski [ 191. The equivalence is obtained by 
“pruning extraneous branches,” and replacing (p, I) by p and (1, {a)) by U. 
Extraneous branches in t are just those with root aui, where u is not in t(a). For 
example, if C consists of one binary operation + and one unary operation ;1, then in 
our trees, every node has exactly three immediate successors, and the first three levels 








(P,L) 1 1 1 1 (‘1,1) 1 1 1 
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and on all subsequent levels all labels are 1. The result of pruning is 
THEOREM 3. Let Z be a subset system with 11 Z II= 2, I 4 Z and o < Z. The free 
Z-continuous algebra over a Z-complete p.o. set P is T”(P). 
Proof: T”(P) is evidently closed under all operations of T(P). Also, since 
11 Z II = 2, it follows that {(p, 0) Ip E P) U {(I, {a}) I u E C} is closed under 
formation of Z-joins in P x ‘$(,?I) and hence p(P) is a Z-continuous algebra, which 
evidently contains p^ for each p E P. The proof of the extension property for maps is 
the same as Theorem 1 (Section 3.1): every tree in p(P) is an w-join of trees in 
T”(P) of finite height, and in the inductive definition of g for trees of height n + 1 the 
joins have at most one member distinct from 1, and hence exist trivially. 1 
For these Z, discrete P, and tinitary z, these free continuous algebras were 
described in ADJ [3,4], and for arbitrary P and ,?Y in Nelson 1201. 
3.4. Case 3B. 11 Z )I = 2 and o 4 Z 
Let s(P) be the absolutely free (unordered) algebra generated by the elements of P 
(see Section 1.5). Take the least partial order ,< on s(P) which 
(i) extends the order on P; 
(ii) has 1 (EP) as its smallest element; 
(iii) is preserved by the operations of g(P). 
We shall prove that s(P), with this order, is actually the desired free continuous 
algebra, by finding an isomorphic algebra F’(P) of trees and proving it free. 
First, define F’(P) = F(P) n T”(P). Then F’(P) is clearly closed under all the 
operations in T(P), and the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 6 
(Section 3.2) shows that F’(P) is closed under formation of all Z-joins in T(P) and 
hence is a Z-continuous algebra. 
THEOREM 4. Let Z be a subset system with I < Z, I( Z II= 2 and o 4 Z. The free 
Z-continuous algebra over a Z-complete p.o. set P is F’(P). 
ProoJ The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 2 (Section 3.2); the role of 
the W, is now played by the W, ~7 p(P) and the joins appearing in the inductive 
definition of g have at most one member distinct from I, and hence exist trivially. 
THEOREM 5. Let Z and P be as in Theorem 4; then F(P) is isomorphic, as an 
ordered algebra, to F’(P). 
571124/l-IO 
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Proof. Let n = 2cardf* and put Wz = F’(P) f7 W, for each ordinal a; then 
F’(P) = w”, = lJ w”, by Lemma 1. Further, 5(P) = U,< n V,, where the V, are the 
sets defined in Section 1.5. 
Define maps w,: V, + w”, , so that ~j/, E w. for a </I, inductively as follows: 
vob) = p^? v’o = u,<o v/, for a limit ordinal p, and 
w,+,(“((yi),<I,,))=a(li/,(yi)i<,,i); 
the latter is a legitimate definition by the Peano property (P2) in Section 1.5. Then a 
straightforward induction shows that each w, is one-to-one and onto; since 
v”= W”fl, w,, is an algebraic isomorphism from g(P) onto F’(P). 
Finally, the order of F’(P) has the properties corresponding to (i) to (iii) above: It 
is the least partial order extending that of P having 1 (EP) as its smallest element 
and such that all operations are order-preserving. Hence the order on s(P) defined by 
x < y iff I, Q v,(y) is the least order on S(P) subject to (i) to (iii) above, and this 
implies that w, is an order-isomorphism. 
Remark. We have described above the free Z-continuous algebra for all subset 
systems Z with I < Z. The various cases have the following common features: The 
free Z-continuous algebra is a subalgebra of the algebra T(P), and is also a down set 
in T(P) which is closed under (pointwise) formation of Z-joins. Moreover, these 
subalgebras have a more unified description: The free Z-continuous algebra over P 
consists of those trees t E T(P) which map ,??* into the Z-coproduct P LI 2 of P and 
the free Z-completion of JC and which, in case w 4 Z, are path-finite. 
4. FREE Z-CONTINUOUS ALGEBRAS WHEN i 4 Z 
In this section we assume throughout that all Z-sets are non-empty, so that Z- 
continuous algebras need not have bottom elements, and even if they do, 
homomorphisms need not preserve them. As before, P will be an arbitrary Z- 
complete p.o. set and L: an arbitrary type of algebras; we will construct the free Z- 
continuous algebra over P. 
4.1. Preliminaries for l[Z 11 Infinite 
We again make case distinctions as in Section 3, but first develop some 
preliminaries which will be used in both of the first two cases, namely l/Z 11 > K. and 
IlZ II= No. Note that in these cases, for D any two-element discrete set, D is not Z- 
complete and hence D E Z(D), which implies that all two-element subsets of any p.o. 
set are Z-sets. The appropriate trees will belong to T(P,) and will satisfy: 
t(0) f L 
t(a) = (p, k) implies t(aai) f I forallaEkandi<lal. 
(#> 
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We define, for each cardinal number m # 0, 
S:(P) = {t E S,(PI) 1 t satisfies (#)} 
and 
q(P) = {t E T,,,(P,) 1 t(a) # I implies there exists s < t 
with s E 5 E(P) and s(a) # I }. 
We will show that, for (1 Z 11 > PC,,, T&(P) is the desired free algebra. To do so, we 
will first develop some properties of SE(P) for m any infinite cardinal (even &); we 
shall prove that PRO(P) is itself the free algebra if 11 Z 11 = EC,, . 
Although F:(P) need not be Z-complete, we will prove that it has the 
homomorphism extension property expected of the free algebra. 
To do so, we introduce the analogues of the sets W, defined in Section 3.2. For 
each ordinal a, define fl inductively, as follows: . 
T+, = {t E FE(P) I a,,,(t) E c for all (a, i) E ,I? with (I, {a)) < t(0)}, 
W$ = U c for a limit ordinal p. 
a<!3 
LEMMA 2. c s c whenever a < p, each Wz is a down set in S:(P), and 
B:(P) = w$, where n = 2cardf*. 
Proof: The proof is the same as the proof of Lemma 1 (see Section 3.2). 1 
PROPOSITION 7. If (I Z II = m > No, then every Z-continuous map of P into a Z- 
continuous algebra has a unique extension to a Z-continuous homomorphism on 
SW). 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2 (Section 3.2); nevertheless, we 
exhibit all the details here. 
Suppose g: P + A is Z-continuous and that A is a Z-continuous algebra. We extend 
# g to g’: F,(P) -+ A by induction on the W,. Define &5) = g(p) for each p E P. For 
LET+,- q with t(0) = (p, k), define 
a) = g(p) ” v o(@&)i<,,,) 
oek 
if p # 1. If p = 1 then drop g(p) from this expression. This join exists in A because 
card k < 11 Z II and A is Z-complete. 
Since F:(P) = lJ IV$, this gives a homomorphism g’: FE(P)-+ A, and a 
straightforward induction shows that g’ is order-preserving. 
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We prove by induction on u that for all t E W,#, if t = V Y for some YE Z(F#,(P)) 
then g(t) = V,,,, g”(s). 
If t = J? E Wz then Y CI Wf; take any J?~ E Y. The map from F#,(P) into P taking a 
tree u with ~(0) = (q, h) to the element q V pO is Z-continuous, and hence the set 
Y’ = {q Vp, / 4 E Y} is in Z(P). Since g is Z-continuous, it preserves the join 
V Y’ = p and thus 
at> = &T(P) = v g(q) v dPo> = v g(q) = v k?(Y). 8EY 9CY 
It tE W#+,- q and the claim is proved for all joins belonging to W,# then let 
t(0) = (p, k) and s(0) = (p,, k,) for each s E Y. Since joins in FE(P) are formed 
pointwise it follows that p = V sEyps, and the argument in the preceeding paragraphs 
shows that if p # I then g(p) = V g(p,) (s E Y, ps # I). If k = 0 then k, = 0 for all 
s E Y and the preceeding equality is all that is needed; if k # 0 then, again because 
joins in Pm(P) are formed pointwise, for each o E k there exists s, E Y with u E kxU; 
let Y, = {s V s, / s E Y}. Since the map s - s V s, is order-preserving, YE Z(F#,(P)) 
implies Y, E Z(F#,(P)), and clearly V Y = V Y, for each o E k. Now, for each 
u E Y,, a,,(u) satisfies (#); since aOi preserve all joins, a,,(t) = V,,,. a,,(u) and we 
may apply the inductive hypothesis to the latter join to obtain 
taa,itc) = V kTda,iCu)* 
UEY, 
Further, the map s:(P) -+ A lo’ given by u -+ (~a~i(U))i< ,o, is order-preserving, and 
hence l(t?aa,i(u>)i<,c, I u E Y,l E ZW”‘) so the Z-continuity of the operation u on A 
implies: 
All together this yields: 
iXt) = V dPs> ’ V V u(ka’a,i(u>i<,o,> 
SEY oek UEY, 
P,#L 
Since g is order-preserving it is enough to prove d(t) < VsEy g(s) and for this it is 
enough, by the preceeding equality, to prove for each u E k and each u E Y that 
WdC” v sc)i<lo[) Q vs.*g(s)* 
If u E k, then (since binary joins are Z-joins) we can use the inductive hypothesis 
on the join a,,(u) V a,,(~~) = a,,(~ V s,): II’% is a down-set in 3:(P) by Lemma 2, 
and a,,(u) V a,,(~,) < a,,(t), so a,,(u) V a,,(~,,) E WE and by inductive hypothesis, 
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g”(aUi(u) V a,,(s,)) = ~c?~~(u) V $,,(s,) for each i < 1~1. Thus, since u preserves binary 
joins we obtain 
If CJ 6!G k, then a,,(u) = I for all i < 1~1 and a,,(~ V s,) = L+,,(s,) and hence we again 
have the desired inequality. u 
4.2. Case 1 112 I( > No 
Before proving that the desired free continuous algebra is T:(Z), where m = IIZII, 
we need two additional results. 
PROPOSITION 8. For each infinite cardinal m, TX,(P) is closed under the 
formation of all non-empty pointwise joins in T,,,(PJ, and each element of T:(P) is a 
join of an o-chain in FE(P). 
Proof: The first statement is clear from the definition of (#). For the second 
claim, let t E c(P). For each a E 2?* with t(a) # I choose s, < t with s,(a) # I and 
s, E c(P). Define, for each natural number n a tree t, as follows: 
tn@> = t(c) if length (c) < n 
= s,(c) if c = ab where length (a) = n and t(u) # I 
=I otherwise. 
It is straightforward to check that t, is path-finite, and clearly t = V t,. Thus, 
t, < t, v t, < t, v t, v t, < ’ * * provides an o-chain of path-finite trees with join t. 
LEMMA 3. Let {t, I n E w} be an o-chain in FE(P) and suppose s E F:(P) 
satisj?es s < V nEW t, (join in c(P)). Then there exists an u-chain {i, / n E w} in 
c(P) with i,, < t, for each n E CO such that V,,w in E FE(P) and s < V IEW i,,. 
Proof: The proof proceeds by induction on a, where s E W,. Let s(0) = (p, k) 
and t,(0) = (pp,, k,) for each n. 
If a = 0 then p # I (and k = 0) and hence there exists m withp, # 1. For each It, 
let f,, = t, if n < m, and in = t,,, Vfi, if n > m; then s < V i,, and this join is clearly 
path-finite. 
Suppose a > 0. For each u E k there exists m, E o with u E k, , and hence u E k, 
for all n > m,. Since aois < Vn>m aoitn, for each i < 1~1, by the ibductive hypothesis 
there is an co-chain iEi < aoitn fo: n > m, with Lois < V,,,,,,,~E~ and the latter join 
path-finite. Define t; as follows: 
i,(0) = (P,, k,) 
aoi in = aoi t, if n <m, 
-ui = t, if n>m,foreachuEk,,i<Ju/. 
Clearly in < t,, and ,s < V i,. Moreover, since a,,(V I,) = V izi is path-finite for 
every ii, it follows that V i, is path-finite, as required. m 
THEOREM 6. Let Z be a subset system with IlZ 11 = m > EC0 and I 4 Z. The free 
Z-continuous algebra over a Z-complete p.o. set P is T:(P). 
Proof. By Proposition 2, P, is Z,-complete. It follows (see Section 3.1) that 
T,(P,) is a Z-continuous algebra, and then so is T;(P) by Proposition 8. 
Suppose g: P-r A is a Z-continuous map into a Z-continuous algebra A. By 
Proposition 7 (Section 4. l), there is a Z-continuous homomorphism g: 5 c(P) -+ A 
extending g. We extend g’ to a Z-continuous homomorphism g: T$(P) + A as follows: 
For each t E c(P), choose an w-chain t, < t, Q t, < ... in SC(P) with t = V,,, t, 
(by Proposition 8), and define g(t) = V g(t,). This definition is independent of the 
choice of the w-chain It,}; in fact, g(t) = V d(s), the join over all s E F:(P) with 
s < t. This is seen as follows: since s < t, by Lemma 3 there is an w-chain {r,) in 
c(P) with s < V r;, E F,(P) and i, < t, for each n, so that, by the Z-continuity off, 
g(s) < i(V 1,) = v g&J < v i(t,) = 2(t). 
First, we prove that g is a homomorphism: If t = ~((t,)~<,~,) then for each i < lul 
choose an w-chain ti, < ti, < 1.. of path-finite trees with V 
continuous, we have t = VnEw ~((t,,,)~, o, 
llEW tin = ti. Since u is w- 
), and since the latter is a join of path-finite 
trees we have: 
ECt) = V d(“((tio)i< lol)) 
IlEW 
= V u(iCtin>i<joI> 
)2EW 
by the definition of g 
because g’ is a homomorphism 
=’ ((!I ‘(rin))i<~o~i 
by the continuity of u in A 
=u (g (.‘i, tin)i,,O,) by the definition of g 
= u.(k3ti)i<loll 
as required. 
Next we show that g preserves binary joins. Given s, t E c(P), choose w-chains 
{s, } and {tn } in c(P) with s = V s,, t = V t,. Then {s,, V t, } is an w-chain in F:(P) 
with join s V t, hence 
g(s v t) = v as, v fn) 
IIEW 
= v d(s,> ” k%,> 
IlEW 
because g preserves binary joins 
= v g’b”) v v I@“> = J?(s) v i?(t)* 
llEW nEW 
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Finally, we show that g preserves all Z-joins. For this it is enough to prove for all 
YE Z(c(P)); and f or each path-finite tree t E FE(P), that 
t Q V Y implies g(t) < V g(Y). 
This then implies that g(V Y) Q V g(Y) and the reverse inequality is trivial. We 
proceed by induction on a where t E IV:. For each s E Y, put s(0) = (p,, k,). 
If t E q then t = p^ for some p E P, and since I # $ < V Y there exists s, E Y 
with ps, # 1. The map from q(P) to P, sending each u with u(0) = (q, h) to q V s,,, 
is order-preserving, and thus the set Y’ = { ps Vpso 1 s E Y} is in Z(P). Since g is Z- 
continuous and V Y’ =p it follows that 
ix0 = i?(P) = v g(Y’) = v dP,) ” dP,,) = v &P,) G v g’(s). 
PsZl P,# 1 SEY 
Next, let t E e+ 1 - c and suppose the claim is true for W$. We first deal with 
the case t = ~((t,)~<,~,) f or some ti E W$ and u E E. There exists s, E Y with u E kso 
and then aOi(s,) # I for all i < 1~1. Thus for each i < IuI we have an order-preserving 
map c(P) + z(P) given by u - ~,,Ju V so) and we may use the induction 
hypothesis on the sets {a,i(s V s,) 1 s E Y} E Z(c(P)) with joins 
V {a,i(s V ~g) ( s E Y} ~ ti. Thus 
k?Ct) = 4 ECti)i< loI) because g is a homomorphism 
G u V ECaoits ’ sO))i<jol) by inductive hypothesis 
SEY 
= yy u(@oi(s ’ sO)i<jol) by the continuity of u on A 
because S is a homomorphism 
G vy k% ” so) since u < W,Luh, Iul ) for any tree u with u(0) = (I, {a}) 
= ,\ry i?(s) v i%> because g preserves binary joins 
= v l?(Y). 
Now for an arbitrary t E c+ 1 with t(0) = (p, k), we have, by the definition of g 
(see the proof of Proposition 7), that 
l?(t) = d(f) = g(P) v V u(Ea0/(t)i-4ul)~ 
ask 
with possibly g(p) missing. But the discussion for the case W,# shows that 
g(p) < V g(Y) and the preceeding paragraph shows that a(ga,i(t)i.,,,) = 
g(c~(a,~(t)~, ,0,)) < V g( I’) and altogether this implies g(t) < V g(y), as required. 
Finally, we verify that g is unique: its restriction g’ to F:(P) is unique by 
Proposition 7, and since g, being a Z-continuous map on a Z-complete p.o. set, 
preserves all joins of cardinality < /IZ 11 and hence in particular all countable joins, 
and since each element of q(P) is a countable join of elements of FE(P), this 
uniquely determines g as a Z-continuous extension of g. 1 
4.3. Case 2. lIZI/ =&. 
THEOREM 7. Let Z be a subset system with I 4 Z and I( Z /I = EC,,. Then the free 
Z-continuous algebra over a Z-complete p.o. set P is F&(P). 
ProoJ In view of Proposition 7, it is only necessary to prove that F&(P) is Z- 
complete. Since 11 Z I/ is infinite, and P is Z-complete, it follows from Proposition 2 
(Section 1.2) that P, is Z-complete. Hence TN,(Pi) is Z-complete, and so it is enough 
to show that F;,(P) is closed under Z-joins in TNO(P,). The proof that a Z-join of 
path-finite trees is again path-finite is the same as the proof of the analogous fact in 
Proposition 6 (Section 3.2), and the preservation of property (#) under formation of 
joins is clear. I 
4.4. Case 3 IlZ /I = 2 
We will see in this case, as in Section 3.4, that the free continuous algebra is the 
absolutely free algebra g(P) ( see Section 1.5) generated by the elements of P, with an 
appropriate order. The technique of proof is different from all other cases; because 
1) Z I( is finite, P_ need not be Z-complete when P is, and so we cannot use the trees in 
T(P,) as we did in the first two cases of this section. In fact, we will not use trees at 
all here. 
The order on B(P) is defined inductively, as follows: 
s < t iff either s, t E P and s < t in P, or there is u E C with s = 
a((~,)~< ,,,) and t = a((ti)i, ,,,) and si < ti for all i < 101. 
Note that if P is discrete then so is g(P). 
(*I 
THEOREM 8. Let Z be a subset system with lIZI = 2 and I 4 Z. The free Z- 
continuous algebra over the Z-complete p.o. set is g(P). 
Proof: Let s(1) be the absolutely free algebra over the singleton set 1 = {O), and 
let h: s(P) + iJ( 1) be the unique homomorphism extending the constant map P + 1. 
Using the inductive definition (*) of the order on s(P) it is easy to see that h is order 
preserving, which means that 
s < t implies h(s) = h(t). (“*) 
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For each d E s(l), let U, = h-‘(d), as a sub p.o. set of S(P); then by (* *) E;(P) is 
the disjoint union of the p.o. sets U, for d E s(l). 
Since h is a homomorphism, it follows that for each d = o((di)i, ,a,) E B(l), the 
restriction of the operation c in s(P) provides an order-isomorphism 
TIi<lo udi+ ud- 
We define, by induction on the complexity of d, a cardinal number IdI and an 
order-isomorphism k, : Pid’ -+ U, as follows: If d = 0 (E V,), put Jdl= 1 and let 
k,: P+ P be the identity map. If d = a((di)i<lo,) then IdI = Ci<io, ldil (cardinal sum) 
and k,: Pbd’ + P is the composite of the natural isomorphism Pld’ + n,,,,, Pidi’, the 
map ni<,o kdj: ni<,o, ‘Idi’ * ni<,o ‘di’ and the order-isomorphism 
ni<lol ‘d. -+ U, given by the restriction of cr. 
Each Pid’ is Z-complete (see Remark 2 in 1.4) and so is U,. Moreover, since 
lIZI = 2 and I 4 Z, it follows as in the proof of Proposition 5(d) (Section 1.4) that 
any disjoint union of Z-complete p.o. sets is Z-complete, and from this it follows that 
g(P) is Z-complete. 
To prove that the operations are Z-continuous, it suffices to verify the continuity of 
the restriction of each o E .X to JJi,,,, Udi for d,EP(l), i< 1~1. But here, u is an 
order-isomorphism onto U, where d = a((di)i< ,o,. 
Finally, given a Z-continuous algebra A and a Z-continuous g: P + A, there is a 
unique homomorphism ,@ F(P) -+ A extending g, and we must show that it is Z- 
continuous. For this, it suffices to verify the Z-continuity of its restriction g,: U, + A 
for each d E Fl, and this is accomplished by induction on the complexity of d. If 
d = 0, g, = g. If d = u((di)i, ,,,) then consider the following commutative diagram: 
Here, the top arrow is the restriction of u to JJ Udi and hence is an isomorphism. 
Since n g,. is Z-continuous by inductive hypothesis and the operation u on A is Z- 
continuous,‘it follows that g, is also Z-continuous, as required. I 
5. FREE STRICT Z-CONTINUOUS ALGEBRAS 
Throughout this section we assume I < Z. 
Recall that a Z-continuous algebra is strict iff the operations preserve the join of 
the empty set as well as the other Z-joins, so that ~(1, I, I,...) = I for each u E C. 
In this section we will describe, for each subset system Z with I < Z the free strict Z- 
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continuous algebra over a Z-complete p.o. set P (see Section 1.6). The free algebra 
will again consist of trees t from T(P), now satisfying the additional restriction: 
(s) if t(a) = (p, k) then for each u E k there exists i < / uI and b E c’* with 
t(aoib) = (q, h) where q # 1. 
Thus, we define 
T”(P) = (t E T(P) / t satisfies (s)}. 
The operations in TS(P) are delined exactly as they are in T(P), except that for 
each u E 2, if ti = i for all i < 1~1 then ~((t~)~<,~,) = 1. 
Recall that in Section 3, the free Z-continuous algebra was in each case a 
subalgebra of T(P); here the free strict Z-continuous algebra will be the analogous 
subalgebra of TS(P). Note that if Vc T(P) is closed under the operations in T(P) 
then Vf7 TS(P) is closed under the operations in r(P). 
THEOREM 9. Let Z be a subset system with I < Z, and let V c T(P) be the free 
Z-continuous algebra over P described in Chapter 3. Then V n p(P) is the free strict 
Z-continuous algebra over P. 
Proof Since V is closed under the formation of Z-joins in T(P), (see the Remark 
at the end of Section 3) it follows that Vn T’(P) is closed under formation of Z-joins 
in T’(P). Moreover, the natural embedding e: Vn Ts(P) + V is Z-continuous and 
hence V~I T(P) is a Z-continuous algebra. 
Let g: P + A be a Z-continuous map into a strict Z-continuous algebra A. Then A 
is a Z-continuous algebra and hence there exists a Z-continuous homomorphism 
g: V -+ A extending g. Let i = ge: VA T’(P) + A be the restriction of g to V n TS(P). 
Since the natural embedding e is Z-continuous, g’ is also Z-continuous. To prove that 
i is a homomorphism it is sufficient to show that H(u(l, I, I,...)) = a( c((i), i(l),...), 
but since the operations in both V n P(P) and A are strict, this follows from the fact 
that g(1) = 1. 
Finally, we prove the uniqueness of g. Define a map f: V-r Vn TS(P) as follows: 
given a tree t E V and a E z* with t(a) = (p, k), put f(t)(a) = (p, k), where 
k = {u E k 1 for some auib E f*, t(auib) = (q, h) with q # I }. 
It is easy to see that f(t) is really a tree in Vn T’(P) and that f(t) = t for each 
t E V n TS(P); moreover f is clearly a Z-continuous homomorphism. 
Let i’: Vn T’(P) + A be a Z-continuous homomorphism extending g. Then aand 
3s are both Z-continuous homomorphisms from V to A extending g, and hence are 
equal. Since f(t) = t for t E V n T’(P) it follows that g = 2, as required. 1 
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